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While-viewing

The London Eye: Are you a good London guide?

Fill in the gaps.

1. The London Eye is a big   .

2. A flight costs   per person.

3. The London Eye is   metres high.

4. It is one of the   things in London.

5.  You can see for   kilometres from the  

top of the London Eye.

6. In a year it goes around   times.

7. One capsule can take   people.

In the capsule: What are they talking about?

Find two partners and play the roles: One of you  
is Maya, one is Josh and one is Greg. 

a) Watch the film without voices and guess what they 
are saying. 

b) Write your conversation in your exercise book.

c) Practise the scene and play it out in class.

Post-viewing

Three reporters and their project

Match the first and second part of each sentence. Then put all the sentences in the right order.

1. When they found out the entrance fee a. at Josh’s guide book.

2. They took the next bus into Greenwich b. he took Maya’s and Josh’s sandwiches out of their bags.

3. In front of the London Eye they looked c. but they had to collect old clothes with her for a jumble sale 
on Saturday.

4. First they surfed d. Greg said: “Wow, it’s so tall!”

5. When Greg was hungry e. the Internet for information on the London Eye. 

6. Josh’s Mum bought the tickets, f. they saw the Houses of Parliament, Buckingham Palace and  
St. Paul’s Cathedral.

7. From the London Eye capsule g. Josh asked his Mum to buy the tickets for them.

8. When they arrived at the London Eye h. and had a pizza at Maya’s house.
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